GRAZIA
STYLE
Micol herself was shot for Aegean Sun Lookbook and these photos are more like art objects
The author suggested what to wear with clothes from
collection

Weekend Max Mara has a new Aegean Sun collection created together with art photographer
Micol Sabbadini. GRAZIA found out how to transfer impressions to the fabric!
It is painted all over!
GRAZIA: Tell us more about this collaboration.
MICOL SABBADINI: First of all, it's about the fabric - I placed a series of my works on it,
which I shot while traveling on a yacht between Greece and Turkey. That is why the collection
turned out to be so "marine" and reflected the mood.
GRAZIA: Were there any difficulties during the work?
M.S.: Yes, at first I had to select 10 out of 50 models for the collection. Then I had to find a way
to transfer photos to them so that they are not distorted. It turned out that not everything that
looks beautiful on the wall is good on clothes. It's great that Max Mara employs real
professionals. They helped me!
GRAZIA: How can you describe your style in photography?
M.S.: I shoot the color and use it to the maximum. And I always want to convey as many shades
as possible. And it's always about traveling. When I was 16, I have fallen in love with works of
Henri Cartier-Bresson and started attending the first photography courses. Since then it has
become my life!
GRAZIA: Do you have any style in clothes?
M.S.: I'm much more boring in this matter. My mother’s style inspires me - she is a style icon for
me. As for me, the clothes must be beautiful, but shall not speak for me. I do not like kitsch,
although bright colors impress me. Probably because I want to look like everyone!
GRAZIA: Total look or mix?
M.S.: I love to combine new clothes with something vintage, from my mother's closet. I like to
draw attention, but not to be the center of it all the time. I try to keep the balance!
GRAZIA: What shall we wear this collection with?
M.S.: With anything! It's good because you may wear total look and combine these clothes with
others!
Lovers of floral prints and travel will be thrilled!

WE ARE SURE: WHITE-BLUE GAMUT WILL RESONATE WITH THE RUSSIAN
SOUL. THERE IS SEA, AND GZHEL, AND FLOWERS!

